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In this paper we present a theoretical and computational study of the temporal dynamics and
energetics of Coulomb explosion of (CD4)n and (CH4)n (n555– 4213) molecular heteroclusters in
ultraintense (I 51016– 1019W cm22) laser fields, addressing the manifestation of electron dynamics,
together with nuclear energetic and kinematic effects on the heterocluster Coulomb instability. The
manifestations of the coupling between electron and nuclear dynamics were explored by molecular
dynamics simulations for these heteroclusters coupled to Gaussian laser fields~pulse widtht525
fs!, elucidating outer ionization dynamics, nanoplasma screening effects~being significant forI
<1017W cm22), and the attainment of cluster vertical ionization~CVI! ~at I 51017W cm22 for
cluster radiusR0<31 Å). Nuclear kinematic effects on heterocluster Coulomb explosion are
governed by the kinematic parameterh5qCmA /qAmC for (CA4)n clusters (A5H,D), whereqj and
mj ( j 5A,C) are the ionic charges and masses. Nonuniform heterocluster Coulomb explosion~h.1!
manifests an overrun effect of the light ions relative to the heavy ions, exhibiting the expansion of
two spatially separated subclusters, with the light ions forming the outer subcluster at the outer edge
of the spatial distribution. Important features of the energetics of heterocluster Coulomb explosion
originate from energetic triggering effects of the driving of the light ions by the heavy ions (C41 for
I 51017– 1018W cm22 and C61 for I 51019W cm22), as well as for kinematic effects. Based on the
CVI assumption, scaling laws for the cluster size~radius R0) dependence of the energetics of
uniform Coulomb explosion of heteroclusters~h51! were derived, with the size dependence of the
average (Ej ,av) and maximal (Ej ,M) ion energies beingEj ,av5aR0

2 andEj ,M5(5a/3)R0
2, as well as

for the ion energy distributionsP(Ej )}Ej
1/2; Ej<Ej ,M . These results for uniform Coulomb

explosion serve as benchmark reference data for the assessment of the effects of nonuniform
explosion, where the CVI scaling law for the energetics still holds, with deviations of the a
coefficient, which increase with increasingh. Kinematic effects~for h.1! result in an isotope
effect, predicting the enhancement~by 9%–11%! of EH,av for Coulomb explosion of (C41H4

1)h

~h53! relative toED,av for Coulomb explosion of (C41D4
1)h ~h51.5!, with the isotope effect being

determined by the ratio of the kinematic parameters for the pair of Coulomb exploding clusters.
Kinematic effects for nonuniform explosion also result in a narrow isotope dependent energy
distribution ~of width DE) of the light ions~with DE/EH,av.0.3 andDE/ED,av.0.4), with the
distribution peaking at the high energy edge, in marked contrast with the uniform explosion case.
Features of laser-heterocluster interactions were inferred from the analyses of the intensity
dependent boundary radii (R0) I and the corresponding average D1 ion energies (ED,av) I , which
provide a measure for optimization of the cluster size at intensityI for the neutron yield fromdd
nuclear fusion driven by Coulomb explosion~NFDCE! of these heteroclusters. We infer on the
advantage of deuterium containing heteronuclear clusters, e.g., (CD4)n in comparison to
homonuclear clusters, e.g., (D2)n/2 , for dd NFDCE, where the highly charged heavy ions~e.g., C41

or C61) serve as energetic and kinematic triggers driving the D1 ions to a high~10–200 keV!
energy domain. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1802554#

I. INTRODUCTION

Of considerable interest is the electron and nuclear dy-
namics of elemental and molecular clusters, e.g., (Xe)n ,1–17

(D2)n , and (H2)n ,18–26 (D2O)n ,20–22,27and (CD4)n ,28,29 in
ultraintense laser fields. The response of clusters to ultrain-
tense laser fields (I 51015– 1020W cm22) is distinct both
from the electron dynamic response in ordinary fields
(I &1013W cm22), where perturbative quantum electrody-
namics is applicable, and from the response of ‘‘small’’ at-

oms or molecules to ultraintense laser fields, which is
triggered by the barrier suppression single-step ionization
mechanism.30–32When the cluster size~or the size of a large
chemical system! significantly exceeds the size of the con-
stituent barrier distance, a compound cluster ionization
mechanism is manifested, which occurs via sequential-
simultaneous, inner-outer ionization processes.6,8,30–33 The
electron dynamic processes trigger nuclear dynamics, with
the outer ionization being accompanied by cluster Coulomb
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explosion, which results in the production of highly energetic
~keV–MeV! multicharged ions on the ultrashort~10–100 fs!
time scale.6,8,21,34,35

Recent applications of Coulomb explosion in highly
charged clusters pertain to Coulomb explosion imaging36,37

and to spatial resolution of reaction dynamics.38–40An inter-
esting development in this field involvesdd nuclear fusion
driven by Coulomb explosion~NFDCE! of deuterium con-
taining homonuclear (D2)n/2 clusters and of heteronuclear
(D2O)n and (CD4)n clusters, for which compelling experi-
mental18,19,25,29and theoretical20–22,24,28,31evidence became
available.

Early theoretical studies of Coulomb explosion of mo-
lecular clusters rested on some approximate methods, which
separated electron and nuclear dynamics. The cluster vertical
ionization ~CVI! approximation14,21,30,35,41,42separated the
time scales of the fast electron dynamics and the slower
nuclear dynamics. The sudden inner cluster ionization~SICI!
approximation implies that at the onset of outer ionization
and Coulomb explosion, the inner ionization process is
complete.6,21,28

Transcending the CVI and SICI approximations,
progress was recently made in the understanding of the cou-
pling between electron and nuclear dynamics in the Coulomb
explosion of homonuclear deuterium molecular clusters. In
our recent studies of deuterium (D2)n/2 , deuterated methane
(CD4)n , and xenon Xen clusters in ultraintense laser
fields32,33,42~referred to as Papers I, II, and III, respectively!,
we explored important features of the electron and nuclear
dynamics in the coupled laser-cluster system. By the studies
of the effects of laser intensity, pulse shape width, and fre-
quency, as well as cluster size effects on Coulomb explosion
of homonuclear (D2)n/2 clusters, we elucidated the effects of
electron dynamics on nuclear dynamics as manifested by the
energetics and angular distribution of the ions~Paper III!.

It will be interesting to extend these studies of electron-
nuclear coupling in Coulomb explosion and NFDCE of mo-
lecular heteroclusters. In this paper we study Coulomb ex-
plosion in molecular heteroclusters of methane (CH4)n and
deuterated methane (CD4)n (n555– 4213) in ultraintense
(I 51016– 1019W cm22) laser fields using classical dynamics
simulation methods ~Paper I!. Coulomb explosion of
(CH4)n , (CD4)n , and (CT4)n clusters was already studied
by us28 on the basis of the SICI approximation, utilizing
truncated Gaussian laser pulses.14 In this paper we explore
the manifestations of the coupling between electronic and
nuclear dynamics in these heteroclusters coupled to realistic
laser pulses. From the time-resolved dynamics and energetics
of Coulomb explosion of heteroclusters induced by Gaussian
laser pulses~Paper I! we shall infer on the validity range of
the pseudo-CVI domain for the intensity dependent boundary
radii (R0) I and the average ion energies (Eav) I ~Paper III! in
the Coulomb explosion of methane heteroclusters. The scal-
ing relationEav}R0

2 for the pseudo-CVI domain previously
advanced and explored for Coulomb explosion of homo-
nuclear clusters~Paper III! will now be extended for Cou-
lomb instability of heteronuclear clusters. While Coulomb
explosion of homonuclear clusters is uniform~Paper III!,
Coulomb explosion of heteroclusters can either be uniform

or nonuniform, depending on the kinematic parameter.20,21,28

We shall show that the dynamics and energetics of uniformly
exploding heteroclusters can be expressed in terms of ana-
lytical expressions for the scaling laws, while for nonuni-
formly exploding clusters important features are manifested
in isotope effects on the energetics. Subsequently, we shall
provide quantitative results for the enhancement of the ener-
gies of the D1 ions driven by Coulomb explosion of (CD4)n

heteroclusters, relative to the energetics of Coulomb explo-
sion of homonuclear (D2)n/2 clusters of the same size, and
explore the implication of energetic and kinematic driving of
Coulomb explosion of these deuterium containing hetero-
clusters on NFDCE.

II. VERTICAL IONIZATION OF HETEROCLUSTERS

The multielectron ionization of both homonuclear and
heteronuclear clusters is vertical if realized for a fixed atomic
geometry of the neutral state. For CVI, Coulomb explosion is
described as an expansion of ions with fixed charges in the
absence of electrons, which significantly simplifies the simu-
lation of this process.35,42 When CVI conditions are fulfilled
and the initially~prior to ionization! uniform ion densityrmol

remains uniform during the cluster expansion, the dynamics
and energetics of Coulomb explosion can be described by
analytical equations.21,28,35,42Such uniform expansion takes
place in a molecular cluster with identical chargesqmol on
each molecule and an identicalqj /mj ratio between atomic
chargesqj and massesmj for different j atoms. The last
condition implies that the kinematic parameter20,21,28

h5qjmj 8/qj 8mj ~1!

~with mj 8.mj ) is h51 for all pairs of ions and that conse-
quently the acceleration of atoms does not depend on their
charge and mass.20,21To such a class of uniformly expanding
clusters belong homonuclear clusters with identical atomic
charges and heteronuclear clusters with the kinematic param-
eter h51, Eq. ~1!, e.g., (C61D4

1)n , (C41T4
1)n ,28 or

(O81D2
1)n .21

The dynamics of the ion expansion of the uniformly ex-
panding heteroclusters~Appendix A! was found by modify-
ing the corresponding equation for homonuclear clusters~Pa-
per III!. The Coulomb explosion timet of the jth ion located
at the initial distancer j (0) from the cluster center and lo-
cated at the distancer j (t) at the timet is given by

t5E
r j ~0!

r j ~ t !
dr8$2Ej@r 8;r j~0!#/mj%

1/2, ~2!

whereEj@r 8;r j (0)# is the kinetic energy of ajth type ion,
which is moved fromr j (0) to r 8. The kinetic energy of aj
ion in a uniform expansion can be represented on the basis of
simple electrostatic arguments~Appendix A! in the form

Ej@r 8;r j~0!#5~4p/3!B̄rmolqmolqjr j~0!2@12r j~0!/r 8#,
~3!

whereB̄514.385 eV Å21, qmol is the molecular-ion charge,
and rmol is the initial molecular ion densityrmol

5(4pr a
3f /3)21, with r a being the intermolecular spacing

within the neutral cluster andf being a packing fraction.mj
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andqj are the atomic mass and the charge of thejth ion ~with
mj /qj5const for allj!. From Eqs.~2! and ~3! the Coulomb
explosion time is

t5C~mj /qmolrmolqj !
1/2Z~j!, ~4!

j5r j~0!/r j~ t !, ~4a!

Z~j!5
~12j!1/2

j
1

1

2
lnS 11~12j!1/2

12~12j!1/2D . ~4b!

The following units are used herein:m in amu,q in electrons,
r j (t) in angstrom,r a in angstrom,rmol in Å23, and t in fs.
The coefficientC of Eq. ~4! is thenC50.931 fs Å23/2. Each
j ion, initially located at r j (0), moves at time t to
r j@ t;r j (0)#, which, according to Eq.~4! ~with mj /qj

5const), is independent of j. Then r j@ t;r j (0)#
5r j (0)j(t)21, so the radial expansion is uniform for all the
$j% ions. The characteristic Coulomb explosion timet
5t(j21) for the expansion of the cluster radius from its
initial value ofR0 by a numerical factor ofj21(.1) is given
by Eq.~4!. The timet25t(2) for the cluster radius doubling
@j2152, j50.5, Z(j)52.296] is

t252.137~mj /qmolqjrmol!
1/2. ~5!

The t2 data discussed in Appendix B and shown in Table I
do not depend on the cluster radius and on the atomic index
j. In particular, it should be noted that thet2 data for uni-
formly expanding heteroclusters~presented in Table I! are
identical for different ionic species in the same cluster~i.e.,
C61 and D1 from C61D4

1 and C41 and T1 from C41T4
1).

We now turn to the energetics of ions from uniformly
Coulomb exploding clusters. On the basis of simple electro-
static arguments the kinetic energyEj@r (t)# of the jth ion,
which is located at distancer (t) from the cluster center at
time t, is given by Eq.~3!. The final (r 8→`) kinetic energy
Ej of the jth ion is

Ej@r j~0!#5~4p/3!B̄rmolqmolqjr j~0!2, ~6!

being proportional to the square of its initial distancer j (0)
from the cluster center. A numerical solution of Eq.~4! re-
sults in r j (t), which is substituted into Eq.~3! to find the
time dependence of an ion kinetic energy and velocity. By
using Eq.~6!, the average energyEj ,av and the maximal en-
ergy Ej ,M of the ions are given by

Ej ,av5~4p/5!B̄rmolqmolqjR0
2, ~7!

Ej ,M5~4p/3!B̄rmolqmolqjR0
2, ~8!

whereR0 is the initial cluster radius. The energy distribution
P(Ej ) of the j-type ions is

P~Ej !5 3
2~Ej /Ej ,M

3 !1/2; Ej<Ej ,M . ~9!

The energetics of Coulomb explosion, Eqs.~6!–~8!,
which is discussed in Appendix B, is expected to be appli-
cable for uniformly expanding molecular heteroclusters con-
taining several distinct$j% ions. From the analysis~Appendix
B! of uniform heterocluster expansion, we expect the cluster
size dependence to beEj ,M , Ej ,av}R0

2, the specific ion
charge dependence to beEj ,M , Ej ,av}qj , and Ej ,M , Ej ,av

}qmol . The number ofEj ,M values is equal to the number of
distinct ions. Finally, the distinct ion energy distributions
P(Ej )}Ej

1/2 are manifested in the Coulomb explosion.
The analytical results for Coulomb explosion lifetimes

and energies, Eqs.~4! and~7!–~9!, provide benchmark refer-
ence data, which can be used to define the domain of the
heterocluster size and of the laser parameters, where the CVI
conditions for uniformly exploding clusters are applicable.
The uniform explosion conditions are violated for the com-
mon case ofhÞ1. Thus for (C41D4

1)n ~h51.5!, (C41H4
1)n

~h53!, (O81T4
1)2 ~h50.67!, and (O81H2

1)n ~h52! hetero-
clusters, the analytical relations presented above are inappli-
cable. The dynamics will then exhibit ion-specific values of
t2 , which become dependent on the cluster size,21,28and the
energetics will show deviations from Eqs.~6!–~9! even at
high intensities when outer ionization is nearly complete. In
general, the CVI approximation breaks down at low laser
intensities. Under these circumstances we expect inner/outer
ionization processes to occur on a slower time scale than at
the higher intensities~Paper II!, with the outer ionization
process being incomplete~Papers I and II!. This causes
screening effects of the Coulomb repulsions by the nano-
plasma electrons, retarding the energetics of Coulomb explo-
sion. These interesting effects of the violation of the CVI
model for Coulomb explosion of (Cq1D4

1)n and of
(Cq1H4

1)n (q53 – 6) heteroclusters will be explored by mo-
lecular dynamics simulations of the electron dynamics and of
nuclear dynamics, using the computational schemes previ-
ously advanced by us~Paper I!. The heteroclusters were
coupled to a Gaussian laser field with a pulse width oft525
fs and a peak intensity ofueFMu5(2.731027)I 1/2eV Å21 in
the intensity rangeI 51016– 1019W cm22. The temporal on-
set of the Gaussian pulse was taken att5ts,0, with the
intensity dependentts values being given in Paper I.

III. KINEMATIC AND ELECTRON DYNAMICS
EFFECTS ON COULOMB EXPLOSION
OF METHANE HETEROCLUSTERS

Important features of Coulomb explosion of heteroclus-
ters involve the effects of nonuniform nuclear dynamics due
to kinematic effects. Whenh.1 an overrun effect of the
light ions relative to the heavy ions will be manifested in a
bimodal energy distribution of the two types of ions. These
effects are exhibited in Coulomb explosion of (Cqc1D4

1)n

and (Cqc1H4
1)n ionic heteroclusters~with qC53 – 6) in ul-

traintense laser fields (I 51016– 1019W cm22), whose inner/
outer electron dynamics induced by Gaussian pulses was al-
ready explored by us~Papers I and II!. In (CD4)1061 clusters
at the lower intensity ofI 51016W cm22 the inner ionization
saturation level~per molecule! of nii57.7 ~with qC53.7) is
accomplished at the characteristic time oft ii.9 fs, while the
outer ionization saturation level ofnoi55.1 is reached at the

TABLE I. The cluster radius doubling time, Eq.~5!, for homonuclear deu-
terium clusters and methane and water heteroclusters, with uniformly ex-
panding ions~h51!.

Cluster Dn (C61D4
1)n (C41T4

1)n (O81D2
1)n

t2 (fs) 13.5 7.6 10.3 5.1
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characteristic time oftoi;15 fs, with a population of re-
sidual nanoplasma electrons atnp;2.6. Increasing the laser
intensity toI 51018W cm22 results innii58 ~with qC54) at
t ii;4 fs andnoi58 at toi;4.4 fs, with a complete depletion
of the nanoplasma electrons (np50). Finally, even at a
higher intensity ofI 51019W cm22 a two-step temporal mul-
tielectron inner ionization process is exhibited withnii

58 (qC54) at t ii52.8 fs, increasing tonii510 (qC56) at
t ii54.0 fs, while the outer ionization process saturates for
noi510 with a complete nanoplasma depletion (np50), re-
sulting in nuclear (C61D4

1)n cluster matter attoi;4 fs. The
multielectron ionization and electron dynamics trigger Cou-
lomb explosion.

The Coulomb explosion nuclear dynamics of (CD4)n

clusters, occurring in parallel to and sequentially with the
electron dynamics, is affected by kinematic effects, which
trigger a nonuniform ion explosion. The character of this
nonuniform explosion is determined by the kinematic param-
eter, Eq.~1!, h5qDmC/qCmD . At the laser intensity range
I 51016– 1018W cm22, the final charge of the C atom is
nearlyqC54, so thath51.5. The kinematic parameterh.1
ensures higher velocities of the light D1 ions relative to the
heavy Cqc1 ions, which are initially located at the same dis-
tance from the cluster center28 @Fig. 1~a!#. Due to such a
difference in the velocities there is an overrun effect of the
D1 ions relative to the Cqc1 ions @Fig. 1~a!#. In the course of
the ionized cluster Coulomb explosion, the deuterium D1

ions and the carbon C41 ions form two expanding subclus-
ters, whose spatial overlap decreases at longer times@Fig.
1~a!#. The time dependence of the subcluster radiiRD andRC

of the D1 and C41 ions, respectively~defined as the maxi-

mal distances of the respective ions from the cluster center!,
is portrayed in the right-hand side inset to Fig. 1~a!, demon-
strating the overrun effect of the light ions relative to the
heavy ions, with the formation of two distinct, expanding
subclusters.

At the laser intensity ofI 51019W cm22 the carbon at-
oms in the (CD4)n clusters are deprived of all their electrons,
with the formation of C61 nuclei. ThisqC56 charge pro-
vides a kinematic parameter, Eq.~1!, of h51, which indi-
cates a uniform expansion under CVI initial conditions~Ap-
pendix A!. However, according to our simulations forI
51019W cm22 @Fig. 1~b!#, the expansion is also nonuni-
form, although somewhat less pronounced than forI
51018W cm22 @Fig. 1~a!#. The nonuniform ion expansion at
I 51019W cm22 is rationalized by the relatively long time
for the extreme outer ionization with the formation of C61

@i.e., t ii2toi.30 fs ~Paper II!#, so that a lower value ofqC

'4 with h.1.5 is attained during the time scales oft2ts

512 fs (t5218 fs) andt2ts522 fs (t528 fs), which are
presented in Fig. 1~b! at I 51019W cm22. The competition
between C41→C61 inner/outer ionization dynamics forI
51019W cm22 occurs on a time scale which is longer than
the characteristic Coulomb explosion times for the two D1

and C41 (q54) distinct subclusters manifested in Fig. 1~b!.
Only at longer times~for C61), i.e., t2ts>t ii2toi.30 fs ~or
t>25 fs for the Gaussian pulse!, uniform expansion will
be manifested. Thus the nonuniform expansion atI
51019W cm22 is rationalized by the competition between
~inner! ionization dynamics and nuclear dynamics.

A marked difference between the expansion of light and
heavy ions in Coulomb exploding methane clusters is mani-
fested by (CH4)n clusters atI 51018W cm22 @Fig. 1~c!#. The
kinematic parameter for (C41H4

1)n clusters is large, i.e.,
h53. In this case, the difference between the expansion of
the light H1 and the heavy C41 ions is very strongly exhib-
ited, and in the progress of the expansion@i.e., t>28 fs in
Fig. 1~c!# the light H1 ions form an outer subcluster, which
is nearly completely separated from the inner heavy ion C41

subcluster.
Within the course of Coulomb explosion of these meth-

ane heteroclusters~Fig. 1!, the light H1 or D1 ions tend to
assemble mainly at the upper edge of their spatial distribu-
tion. This situation bears an analogy to the case of Coulomb
explosion of spatially, initially inhomogeneous homonuclear
clusters with a decreasing density profile towards the cluster
boundary.40 It was proposed that such initially inhomoge-
neous clusters can even generate shock waves.40 However, in
the case of inhomogeneous Coulomb explosion of the meth-
ane heteroclusters explored herein, the compression of the
light ions is not detected and these ions cannot generate
shock wave phenomena.

IV. ENERGETICS OF COULOMB EXPLOSION
OF DEUTERATED METHANE HETEROCLUSTERS

The average energies of the D1 ions from Coulomb ex-
plosion of (CD4)n (n555– 4213) clusters, which are in-
duced by ultraintense laser fields in the range ofI
51017– 1019W cm22, obey the CVI dependence of Eq.~7!,
Eav}R0

2 ~Fig. 2!. However, the slopes of this scaling law

FIG. 1. Coulomb explosion of (CD4)459 heteroclusters atI 51018 W cm22,
with the formation of (C41D4

1)459 ~a!, of (CD4)459 heteroclusters atI
51019 W cm22, with the formation of (C61D4

1)459 ~b!, and of (CH4)459

heteroclusters atI 51018 W cm22, with the formation of (C41H4
1)459 ~c!.

The laser pulse width ist525 fs. The radial distributionsP(R) of the light
D1 or H1 ions~solid curves! and of the heavy Cqc1 ions~dashed curves! are
shown at different times. The initial times for the onset of the Gaussian laser
pulse ~Paper I! are ts5230 fs for I 51018 W cm22 and ts5236 fs for I
51019 W cm22. The left-hand side inset in~a! shows the initial radial dis-
tributions of the D1 and C41 ions att5ts . The right-hand side insets to~a!
and ~c! show the time dependence of the ratios of the radiiR(t) of the
subclusters, at timet, normalized to the initial cluster radius.~a!–~c! exhibit
nonuniform Coulomb explosion, with kinematic overrun effects~see text!.
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exhibit a marked intensity dependence. The intensity depen-
dence of the D1 ion energies reveals a marked increase in
the slope of Eav vs R0

2 from the intensity range ofI
51018W cm22 to the higher range ofI 51019W cm22. This
effect originates from the intensity dependence of the ioniza-
tion level of the C atom, which acts as an energetic trigger
for the D1 ions. As, according to Eq.~7!, Eav}qmol(qC

14qD), we expect thatED,av increases with increasing the
ionization level of the cation. At the highest intensity domain
of I 51019W cm22, C61 nuclei are generated, while in the
intensity domain of I 51017– 1018W cm22 C41 ions are
predominantly produced. The ratiok of the slopes of the
simulatedED,av}R0

2 relations for the expansion of D1 ions
from (C61D4

1)n and from (C41D4
1)n is k51.17 ~Fig. 2!,

while the CVI prediction, Eq.~7!, is k51.25. As apparent
from Fig. 2, the simulation results for the D1 energetics for
I 51019W cm22 practically coincide with the CVI scheme,
Eq. ~7!, for C61 ~Fig. 2!, while the simulation results for
I 51018W cm22 are slightly higher~by 5%! than the CVI
energy, Eq.~7!, for C41. These small positive deviations
from the CVI scheme in the high intensity range
(I 51018W cm22) can be attributed to the overrun effect of
the D1 ions relative to the C41 ions. This analysis, based
on the CVI scheme at the highest intensities (I 51018

– 1019W cm22), provides a quantification of the energetic
triggering effect, which is slightly affected by the overrun
effect for the light ions due to the enhancement of the heavy
ion charge. Moving to somewhat lower intensities (I
51016– 1017W cm22), some slight increase~by ;10%! of
the slope of ED,av vs R0

2 for D1 ions between I
51018W cm22 and I 51019W cm22 is manifested~Fig. 2!.
Furthermore, at the intensity ofI 51017W cm22 some weak
deviation from the linearED,av}R0

2 dependence is observed

@Fig. 2~a!#. This deviation is due to the screening effects by
the nanoplasma, which are minor at this intensity for smaller
clusters (R0,25 Å) but become more pronounced for larger
clusters. At the lower intensity ofI 51016W cm22, the CVI
ED,av}R0

2 relation only holds for small clusters,R0,(R0) I

'10 Å, with a cluster size ofn,(n) I.55 Å, where (R0) I is
the intensity dependent boundary radius for the applicability
of the CVI ~Paper III!, which will be discussed in Sec. V. In
the lower intensity domain ofI 51016W cm22, ED,av satu-
rates aboveR0.(R0) I , manifesting the persistence of the
‘‘long-lived’’ nanoplasma in larger clusters. This pattern of
the size dependence of the D1 energetics in the Coulomb
explosion of (CD4)n heteroclusters atI 51016W cm22 is
qualitatively similar to that of (D2)n clusters at I
.1015W cm22 ~Paper III!.

From the simulation results for the energetics of D1 ions
in the Coulomb explosion of (Cqc1D4

1)n heteroclusters we
infer that the following.

~1! The CVI scaling law, Eqs.~7! and ~8!, was derived
for uniform Coulomb explosion. However, its applicability
range is wider.

~2! Energetic triggering: In the higher intensity range
(I 51017– 1019W cm22), general adherence to the CVI size
dependenceEav}aR0

2 is exhibited, with the slopea of the
scaling law being dependent on the ionization levelqC of the
C atom (qC54 at I .1017– 1018W cm22 and qC56 at I
51019W cm22), and also on kinematic overrun effects
@point ~4!# and on Gaussian pulse shape effects@point ~5!#.

~3! Screening by the nanoplasma: In the lower intensity
range (I 51016– 1017W cm22) nanoplama screening effects
result in a marked deviation from the CVI size dependence.

~4! Nonuniform explosion: For nonuniformly expanding
nanoclusters in the high intensity domain, kinematic overrun
effects of the light D1 ions relative to the heavy Cqc1 ions
are expected to result in the increase of the slopea of the
scaling law relative to that expected for uniformly exploding
clusters, as exhibited atI 51018W cm22.

~5! Uniform explosion: The nearly perfect agreement
between the CVI relation withqC56 for uniform Coulomb
explosion and the simulation results for the explosion of
(C61D4

1)n clusters~h51! at I 51019W cm22 reflects on the
near attainment of the uniform Coulomb explosion of hetero-
clusters. Negative deviations of the energetics from the CVI
relation ~for qC56), due to the early formation of C41 and
pseudo-CVI effects@point ~6!#, seem to be small.

~6! Pseudo-CVI domain: For clusters driven by a Gauss-
ian laser pulse, adiabatic following of the Coulomb explo-
sion is expected to result in some retardation of the slopea
of the scaling law, even for the highest intensities. The dif-
ference between the CVI relation for uniform explosion and
the simulation results for the nonuniform explosion of
(C41D4

1)n clusters atI 51018W cm22 presumably originates
from cancellation of the contributions of kinematic overrun
effect, which enhances slopea, and the pseudo-CVI driving,
which reducesa, with the former effect being dominating.

The energetics of the Cqc1 ions (qC.4 at
1017– 1018W cm22 andqC56 at I 51019W cm22) exhibits a
linear EC,av versusR0

2 dependence~Fig. 2!, as inferred from
the CVI, Eq. ~7!. However, quite marked deviations of the

FIG. 2. Cluster size dependence of the average D1 ion energies~a! and of
the average Ck1 ion energies~b! from (CD4)n (n555– 4213) induced by
Gaussian pulses in the intensity rangeI 51016– 1019 W cm22 ~the numbers
10x, x516– 19, on the curves mark the intensities in units of W cm22!. The
solid lines represent the simulation results for the average energies vsR0

2.
The results of the CVI approximation, Eq.~7!, are presented by dashed
lines, calculated for C41 ~marked CVI C41) and for C61 ~marked CVI
C61).
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EC,av simulation data from the CVI predictions, Eq.~7!, are
exhibited, with the simulation data for C41 and for C61 be-
ing lower by ;32% and by;42%, respectively, from the
corresponding CVI predictions@Fig. 2~b!#. These deviations
are due to two effects, which for the heavy ions operate in
the same direction:~a! kinematic effects for the heavy ions,
which are left behind, being overrun by the light ions, and
~b! laser pulse shape effects manifested for Gaussian pulses
in the pseudo-CVI domain. The enhancementkC,D of the
Cqc1 heavy ion energies relative to the D1 energies from the
simulation results@Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!# arekC,D52.8 for qC

54 at I 51018W cm22 and kC,D53.6 for qC56 at I
51019W cm22. From the CVI relations for uniform explo-
sion, Eq.~7!, we infer thatkC,D5qC/qD , so thatkC,D54 for
qC54 andkC,D.6 for qC56, which are somewhat higher
than the simulation results for the nonuniform case.

The energy distribution of the product ions in Coulomb
explosion is presented in Figs. 3 and 4. At the higher laser
intensityI 51018W cm22, about 75% of the D1 ions lie in a
narrow energy interval,E56.5– 10.5 keV@Fig. 3~b!#. This
D1 ion energy distribution shows marked deviations from
the uniform cluster expansionP(E)}E1/2, Eq. ~9!, with the
peak at 9.5 keV and the narrow higher-energy distribution
around it being due to kinematic effects, manifesting the
overrun of the heavy C41 ions by the light D1 ions. We
previously observed this effect in the explosion of
heteroclusters.21 The signature of the kinetic overrun effects
in the nonuniform Coulomb explosion of heteroclusters is
manifested by~1! the appearance of a high-energy peak in
P(E) for the light ions and~2! the maximal energy being
close to the peak and considerably lower than the CVI en-
ergy, ED,M , Eq. ~8!. Accordingly, a representation of ener-
getic data for the light ions in terms ofEav instead of the
maximal energy should be preferred.

In contrast, the energy distribution of the heavy C41 ions
at this high laser intensity@Fig. 4~b!# is broad and similar to
that expected for the CVI energy distribution, Eq.~9!. The
qualitative difference between the energy distributions of the
light D1 ions and the heavy C41 ions at I 51018W cm22

reflects on the qualitative differences between the two ex-
panding subclusters, with the heavy C41 ion subcluster re-
flecting a nearly uniform Coulomb explosion, while the D1

light ion subcluster manifests kinematic overrun effects.
At the lower laser intensity ofI 51016W cm22 the D1

ion distribution is bimodal, revealing both a high-energy
component and a low-energy component@Fig. 3~a!#. The
peak of the first component lies at a higher energy than the
CVI energy maximum,ED,M , Eq. ~8!, whereas the second
component is located at very low energies@Fig. 3~a!#. A simi-
lar bimodal energy distribution is also manifested for the
Ck1 (k53.7) ions, where the high energy peak is less pro-
nounced@Fig. 4~a!# than for the D1 ions @Fig. 3~a!#. This
bimodal distribution of the D1 and Ck1 ions at I
51016W cm22 is unique for Coulomb explosion of hetero-
clusters, when nanoplasma screening effects prevail. The en-
ergy distributions of both types of ions produced by Cou-
lomb explosion of (CD4)n heteroclusters at I
51016W cm22 @Figs. 3~a! and 4~a!# differ significantly both
from those of uniformly exploding clusters, Eq.~9!,
and from those of the thermal distributionP(E)
}(E/Eav)

1/2exp(23E/2Eav).

V. KINEMATIC EFFECTS MANIFEST ISOTOPE
EFFECTS ON THE ENERGETICS OF COULOMB
EXPLOSION OF METHANE HETEROCLUSTERS

The CVI relations for the energetics of uniformly ex-
ploding clusters, Eqs.~7! and ~8!, predict the absence of
isotope effects on the energetics of the light ions~Appendix

FIG. 3. Energy distributions of D1 ions from Coulomb explosion of (CD4)n

(n51061 and 4213! heteroclusters induced by Gaussian laser pulses atI
51016 W cm22 ~a! and atI 51018 W cm22 ~b!. The simulated results~ !
are compared with the CVI for uniform explosion~----! and with the thermal
distribution ~-•-•-!. The simulation results atI 51018 W cm22 show a
marked deviation from the CVI for uniform explosion, Eq.~9!, due to kine-
matic overrun effects, while the simulation results atI 51016 W cm22 mani-
fest a bimodal distribution.

FIG. 4. Energy distribution of Ck1 ions from Coulomb explosion of (CD4)n

(n51061 and 4213! heteroclusters induced by a Gaussian laser pulse atI
51016 W cm22 ~a! and atI 51018 W cm22 ~b!. The simulated results~ !
are compared with the CVI for uniform explosion~----! and with the thermal
distribution~-•-•-!. The simulation results atI 51018 W cm22 are in reason-
able agreement with the CVI for uniform explosion, Eq.~9!, manifesting the
uniform expansion of the (C41)4213 subcluster. The simulation results atI
51016 W cm22 can neither be fitted by the CVI nor by the thermal distri-
butions.
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B!. However, new facets of isotope effects on the energetics
of Coulomb explosion ofA1 light ions from Coulomb ex-
plosion of (C41A4

1)n clusters (A5H or D! can originate, in
principle, either from electron dynamics or from nuclear dy-
namics. The electronic contribution was found to be negligi-
bly small, while isotope effects will be dominated by kine-
matic effects on the nuclear dynamics. The time scales for
inner ionizationt ii and for outer ionizationtoi of methane
clusters~Paper II! do not exhibit any significant isotope ef-
fects in methane heteroclusters. For example, atI
51018W cm22, the (CH4)1061 cluster is characterized by
t ii53.7 fs andtoi54.3 fs, as compared tot ii53.9 fs andtoi

54.4 fs for the (CD4)1061cluster~Table I of Paper II!. On the
other hand, due to the difference in the kinematic parameters
for (CD4)n ~h51.5! and for (CH4)n ~h53! the isotope effect
will be manifested in Coulomb explosion dynamics. From
the foregoing discussion~Sec. III!, the overrun effect for
h.1 results in a nonuniform expansion and in the enhance-
ment of the~average! energy of the light ions. This enhance-
ment will result in light ion energies which exceed the CVI
energy, Eq.~7!. The increase in the average energies, relative
to the CVI, is moderately small for D1 from Coulomb ex-
plosion of (C41D4

1)n @see data forI 51018W cm22 in Fig.
2~a!#. As h provides a measure of the kinematic overrun
effects, we expect that the energy increase relative to the CVI
energy for uniform explosion will increase with increasingh
and will be larger for H1 ions produced from (C41H4

1)n

clusters~h53! than for D1 ions produced from (C14D4
1)n

heteroclusters~h51.5!. This expectation is confirmed by our
simulations~Fig. 5!, which show that atI 51018W cm22 and
at I 51019W cm22 the average H1 energies from (CH4)n

clusters exceed the average D1 energies from (CD4)n clus-
ters by aboutaH,D.9% – 11%.aH,D for a pair of clusters is
cluster size independent.aH,D manifests isotope effects due
to kinematic overrun effects in a pair of expanding clusters.
The isotope effect for the pair (C41H4

1)n ~h53! and
(C41D4

1)n ~h51.5! and for the pair (C61H4
1)n ~h52! and

(C61D4
1)n ~h51! is nearly identical and reflects on the de-

pendence ofaH,D on the ratio of the kinematic parameters for
the pair of Coulomb exploding clusters.

In the domain of pseudo-CVI ionization (I
>1017W cm22), the energy distributions of both protons
and neutrons exhibit marked deviations from the CVI, with
both cases exhibiting a narrow, high-energy peak~Fig. 5!.
However, the high-energy distribution of the protons is nar-
rower than of the deuterons~Fig. 5!. For example, atI
51018W cm22, about 76% of the protons produced from
(C41H4

1)4213 clusters are located in the energy range of
8–10 keV, while for deuterons produced from (C41D4

1)4213

clusters the same fraction of D1 ions is located in the energy
range of 6.5–10.5 keV~Fig. 5 and Sec. IV!. Due to the
narrower energy distribution of the protons that peak at
lower energies~insets to Fig. 5!, the maximal energy of the
protons is lower than of the deuterons, manifesting an appar-
ent inverse isotope effect. The decrease of the energy distri-
bution width, with increasing the kinematic parameterh,
constitutes another feature of the nonuniform Coulomb ex-
plosion of size-selected heteroclusters.

VI. BOUNDARY HETEROCLUSTER SIZE
FOR THE CVI DOMAIN

Simulations of the energetics of Coulomb explosion of
(CD4)n clusters induced by a Gaussian pulse~Fig. 2! estab-
lished the cluster size and the intensity domain for the appli-
cability of the CVI relation~Sec. IV!. We have established
the applicability range of the CVI size dependenceED,av

}R0
2 for R0,(R0) I , where (R0) I is the boundary radius at

the intensity I ~Sec. IV!. For (CD4)n heteroclusters the
breakdown of the CVI is realized for (R0) I510 Å at I
51016W cm22 and for (R0) I531 Å at I 51017W cm22

~Sec. IV!. The pattern of the intensity dependence (R0) I

}I 1/2 of the boundary radius for the energetics of Coulomb
exploding (Cqc1D4

1)n (qC54,6) heteroclusters~Fig. 2! is
qualitatively similar to those of (D1)n homonuclear clusters
~Paper III!. From our previous analysis~Paper III! we can
relate the dynamics of nuclear Coulomb explosion and of
outer ionization electron dynamics of heteroclusters induced
by a Gaussian pulse.

The boundary radius (R0) I can be inferred from the clus-
ter size which corresponds to complete outer ionization at a
given laser intensity. (R0) I was obtained from the simulation
results for the attainment of the complete outer ionization
level noi(t) ~per molecule!. Following the procedure of Paper

FIG. 5. Isotope effects on the energetics of nonuniform Coulomb explosion
of (CH4)n and (CD4)n heteroclusters (n555– 4213). Average energies vs
R0

2 are presented for (CH4)n ~ ! and for (CD4)n ~----! for I
51017 W cm22 ~upper panel!, I 51018 W cm22 ~middle panel!, and I
51019 W cm22 ~lower panel!. The insets show the energy distributions of
the H1 ions from (CH4)4213 ~ ! and of the D1 ions from (CD4)4213 ~----!
at I 51018 W cm22 ~middle panel! and atI 51019 W cm22 ~lower panel!.
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III, ( R0) I was taken for complete~taken as 95%! outer ion-
ization, i.e.,noi (t50)50.95~taken at the peak of the Gauss-
ian pulse att50). A theoretical estimate of (R0) I rests on the
electrostatic model advanced by us. Adopting the formalism
developed in Paper III for (CD4)n heteroclusters, the outer
ionization level is given by

noi~ t !5eF,0~ t !@R~ t !#2/A2B̄qmoln, ~10!

whereF,0(t) is the laser Gaussian electric field envelope at
time t, with the peakF,0(t)5FM . R(t) is the cluster radius
at time t, respectively. Following the procedure of Paper III,
the boundary radius is then

~R0! I5eFM /A2~4p/3!B̄rmolqmolj0
2, ~11!

wherej05R0 /R(t50) is the cluster size expansion param-
eter. (R0) I assumes the numerical value

~R0! I53.331029I 1/2/rmolqmolj0
2. ~12!

with I in W cm22, rmol in Å23, qmol in electrons, and (R0) I in
angstroms.

Estimates of (R0) I , Eq. ~12!, were performed using
rmol50.016 Å23. The cluster size expansion parameter was
taken from the fit of the simulation data for (R0) I at I
51016W cm22, which gave j050.45, and at I
51017W cm22, which gavej050.40. Thej0 value of j0

50.4 was chosen, was assumed to hold for higher intensities
as well, and was taken to be independent of the laser inten-
sity. Thisj0 value for (CD4)n heteroclusters was lower than
the cluster size expansion parameterj050.55 for (D)n clus-
ters ~Paper III!. In the intensity range of I
51016– 1020W cm22, we accounted for the intensity depen-
dence of the ionization level of the C atom, takingqmol

5qC14qD , with qC54 for I 51016– 1018W cm22 and qC

56 for I 51019– 1020W cm22. The laser intensity depen-
dence of (R0) I ~Fig. 6! reflects a break atI 51019W cm22,
due to the enhancement of the inner ionization of C from the
C41 ion to the C61 nucleus. At a fixed intensity the value of
(R0) I is lower for the (CD4)n heterocluster than for the (D)n

homonuclear cluster~Fig. 6!, in view of the larger value of
rmolqmol for the heterocluster, according to Eq.~12!.

Another result for the characterization of the upper limit
of the applicability of the CVI is the average D1 ion energy
(ED,av) I at the boundary (R0) I , which corresponds to the
given intensityI. Using Eq.~12! for (R0) I and the CVI en-
ergy, Eq.~7!, a reasonable approximation for the boundary
energy (ED,av) I of the D1 ion from Coulomb explosion of
(CD4)n clusters is

~ED,av! I5~4p/5!B̄rmolqmolqj@~R0! I #
2 ~13!

with (R0) I being given by Eq.~12!. The average boundary
energy is then given by

~ED,av! I53.7310216qj I /rmolqmolj0
4 ~14!

with ED,av in eV and I in W cm22. For a fixed value ofj0

50.4, the cluster radius (R0) I , Eq. ~12!, and the energy
(ED,av) I of the D1 ions (qj51), Eqs.~12! and~14!, become
proportional toI 1/2/qmol and toI /qmol , respectively,

~R0! I5FRI 1/2/qmol , ~15a!

~ED,av! I5FEI /qmol . ~15b!

Taking rmol50.016 Å23 and j050.4 results inFR51.25
31026 Å W21/2cm andFE59310213eV W21 cm. By fit-
ting the simulation results forI 51017W cm22 @qmol58,
(R0) I531.4 Å, and (ED,av) I54160 eV], we obtained the cor-
rected coefficientsFR5831027 Å W21/2cm andFE53.3
310213eV W21 cm2, which were used for our calculations.
In Fig. 6 we present the relation between (Eav) I and (R0) I

for Coulomb explosion of (CD4)n clusters obtained from the
electrostatic model and from our simulations of the electron
outer ionization depletion dynamics. A good agreement be-
tween the model and the simulations atI
51016– 1017W cm22 is achieved. The (CD4)n data~Fig. 6!
reveal an upward break in the (ED,av) I versus (R0) I depen-
dence atI 51019W cm22 due to the C41→C61 enhance-
ment of the inner ionization at this intensity, which increases
the value ofqmol5(qC14qD) in Eq. ~13! from qmol58 at
I ,1019W cm22 to qmol510 atI>1019W cm22. This analy-
sis establishes the CVI size domain for the production of
energetic D1 ions from Coulomb explosion of (CD4)n het-
eroclusters. In Fig. 6 we also compare the (ED,av) I versus
(R0) I relation for Coulomb explosion of (CD4)n and the qua-
dratic (Eav) I versus (R0) I relation for Coulomb explosion of
(D)n clusters~Paper III!. As evident from Fig. 6 the (Eav) I

versus (R0) I superquadratic relation for the (CD4)n hetero-
clusters is higher than the quadratic relation for the (D)n

heteroclusters, reflecting on the enhancement of the energet-
ics of the D1 ion from Coulomb explosion of deuterium
containing heteroclusters due to energetic triggering by the

FIG. 6. The relation of the boundary cluster radius (R0) I for the applicabil-
ity of the CVI and the corresponding average D1 ion energy, (ED,av) I , for
Coulomb explosion of (CD4)n heteroclusters@data marked as (CD4)n] in
the intensity rangeI 51016– 1019 W cm22 ~the numbers 10x, x515– 19,
marking the points, represent intensities in units of W cm22!. The simulation
results, marking a complete level~95%! of outer ionization, are represented
by black dots. The predictions of the electrostatic model~see text!, Eqs.
~11!–~15!, are represented by open squares. The solid line connects the data
of the electrostatic model to guide the eye. Note the positive deviation from
the scaling relation atI 51019 W cm22 due to theqC54→6 enhancement of
the ionization level of Cqc1. The data of (R0) I and of (Eav) I for D1 from
Coulomb explosion of (D)n clusters in the intensity rangeI
51015– 1019 W cm22 @marked as (D)n], which were taken from Paper III,
are also included.
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heavy, multicharged ions. This energetic triggering effect in
heteroclusters by the Cqc1 ions is further increased atI
51019W cm22 by the increase ofqC ~4→6!. The energetic
triggering of the energetics of the D1 ion in the Coulomb
explosion of deuterium containing heteroclusters is of con-
siderable importance in the context of NFDCE, which will
now be addressed.

VII. dd NUCLEAR FUSION

Very high average D1 energies can be generated by
Coulomb explosion of (CD4)n heteroclusters under realistic
CVI conditions ~Fig. 6!, i.e., (ED,av) I54.2 keV at I
51017W cm22 @(R0) I531 Å# and (ED,av) I542 keV at I
51018W cm22 @(R0) I'100 Å#. Such high deuteron ener-
gies from Coulomb explosion of individual heteroclusters
can induce effectivedd nuclear fusion in the~macroscopic!
plasma resulting from the outer ionization/Coulomb explo-
sion of a beam of such heteroclusters.18,19,25,28,29In what fol-
lows we shall provide estimates of thedd fusion rate and the
neutron generation yields in the macroscopic plasma, follow-
ing a kinetic scheme previously advanced by us.28 The out-
standing issues pertain to the cluster size dependence and the
laser intensity dependence of thedd fusion rates and the
neutron yields. Thesedd fusion rates and yields for NFDCE
of (CD4)n heteroclusters will be confronted with the corre-
sponding data for NFDCE of (D)n homonuclear clusters. We
consider D1 generation via Coulomb explosion of size se-
lected (CD4)n clusters. The colliding deuterons can be de-
scribed as a homogeneous gas of uniformly distributed nu-
clei and with randomly oriented velocities. The fusion rate in
such a gas is43

R5~1/2!r^sv&, ~16!

wherer is the deuteron density inside the reaction volume
Vr , v is the relative velocity of the colliding nuclei,s is the
fusion cross section,44,45 and the bracketŝ & mean the aver-
age over the energy distribution of the colliding nuclei.43

Averaging over the colliding particle energiesE1 andE2 in
the laboratory frame and over the collision anglea, one
obtains28

^sv&5 1
2E

0

`

P~E1!dE1E
0

`

P~E2!dE2E
0

p

s~E!

3~2E/mD!1/2sina da ~17!

with the energy distributionP(E) functions normalized to
unity. The collision energyE, which is required for the cal-
culation of the fusion cross section, is

E5E11E222~E1E2!1/2cosa. ~18!

The dd fusion reaction cross section is customarily ex-
pressed by the equation43,45

s~E!5~S/E!exp~2A/E1/2! ~19!

with the parametersA and S taken as constants, withA
545 keV1/2 and S51.8310222keV cm22.46 Using the di-
mensionless variablesx15E1 /Eav and x25E2 /Eav and the
dimensionless parameter

X5A/Eav
1/2 ~20!

one obtains

^sv&5vav~S/Eav!G~X!, ~21!

whereEav is expressed in keV,vav is the velocity in cm/s of
a particle with the kinetic energyEav, ^sv& is expressed in
cm3 s21, andG(X) is a reduced function determined only by
the energy distribution functions, being given by

G~X!5
1

2 E0

`

P~x1!dx1E
0

`

P~x2!dx2E
0

p

x21/2

3exp~2Xx21/2!sina da. ~22!

In the case of monoenergetic particles and a large value ofX,
i.e., X.5, the functionG(X) is expressed in the analytical
form28

G~X!5~2/X!exp~2X/2!@12~3/X!#. ~23!

A cursory examination of Eqs.~21! and ~22! shows that
in the case ofdd NFDCE of deuterium containing clusters,
the major contribution tô sv& originates from near-front
collisions in the high-energy portion of the deuteron distri-
bution. This situation prevails both for (CD4)n heteroclus-
ters, where kinematic effects enhance the high energy peak
in P(E), and for (D2)n homonuclear clusters withP(E)
}E1/2 for E<EM . The energy distribution of deuterons from
Coulomb explosion of both heteroclusters and homonuclear
clusters is characterized by an upper cutoff, maximal energy.
This situation is in contrast with the thermal distribution for
thermonuclear reactions, where the main contribution to the
dd fusion originates from collisions of deuterons from the
high-energy thermal ‘‘tail’’ of the distribution with other neu-
trons.

In the general case of an arbitrary energy distribution,
theG(X) function has to be calculated numerically using the
simulation data forP(X) @Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!#. The energy
distribution of deuterons produced by Coulomb explosion of
(CD4)n clusters~Fig. 3! reveals that the dominant contribu-
tion to ^sv&, Eqs. ~21! and ~22!, originates from the high-
energy region, whereP(X) can be approximated by a Gauss-
ian function. Accordingly the deuteron energy distribution of
deuterons from (CD4)n clusters was approximately described
by the Gaussian function

P~E!5
g

uEavAp
expF2S E2eEav

uEav
D 2G , ~24!

where g stands for the fraction of ions whose energy lies
inside the Gaussian@with P(E) in Eq. ~24! being normalized
to g#, Ec5eEav is the Gaussian center, anduEav is the
Gaussian width. TheG(X) function for the arbitrary Gauss-
ian of Eq.~24! is readily expressed in terms of theG function
for the standard Gaussian withg5e51 by the scaling rela-
tion

Gg,e,u~X!5g2e21/2G1,1,ũ~X̃!, ~25!

where

ũ5u/e, X̃5Xe21/2. ~26!
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Using the average energiesEav obtained from the simulation
for (CD4)n clusters~Fig. 2!, we calculated from Eqs.~21!
and ~24!–~26! the ^sv& values for NFDCE of the (CD4)n

clusters~Fig. 7!. We also calculated by numerical integration
of Eq. ~22! the ^sv& values for the NFDCE of deuterium
(D)n clusters where the deuteron energy distribution~Paper
III ! is described in terms of the functionP(E)}(E/EM)1/2,
Eq. ~9!. The ^sv& data for the NFDCE of (CD4)n and (D)n
clusters~Fig. 7! manifest marked laser intensity dependence
and cluster size dependence. For eachI, ^sv& increased with
increasingR0 . For (CD4)n clusters at the lower intensity of
I 51016W cm22, the ^sv& data exhibit a weaker increase
with increasingR0 than in the higher intensity range ofI
51017– 1019W cm22, due to nanoplasma screening effects.
In the higher intensity rangeI 51018– 1019W cm22, the size
dependencê sv& is qualitatively similar; however, for a
fixed value of R0 the ^sv& values are higher forI
51019W cm22 ~where qC56) than for I 51018W cm22

~whereqC54) due to the enhancement of energetic trigger-
ing effects at the higher intensity. The size dependence of
^sv& at high intensities for both (CD4)n and (D)n clusters
manifests the empirical size relation^sv&5ā exp(2b̄/R0),
whereā andb̄ depend on the nature of the cluster and onI,
with b̄5270 Å for (CD4)n at I>1017W cm22 and b̄
5450 Å for (D)n clusters atI 51016– 1018W cm22. The
most important conclusion emerging from the results of Fig.
7 is that in the high intensity range of I
>1017– 1019W cm22 and at a fixed value of the cluster ra-
dius, the^sv& value for the NFDCE of a (CD4)n cluster is
considerably higher than the^sv& value for the NFDCE of a
(D)n cluster of the same size. For example, forR0530 Å the
^sv& value for NFDCE of (CD4)n clusters is higher by a
numerical factor of ;700 than for (D)n clusters at I
51018W cm22. TheR0 fixed enhancement of thêsv& val-
ues from (CD4)n to (D)n is roughly given by the ratio of the
ā parameters for the two families of clusters. This enhance-

ment of ^sv& for NFDCE of deuterium containing hetero-
clusters, relative to (D)n homonuclear clusters of the same
size ~Fig. 7!, reflects on energetic triggering and kinematic
effects in the Coulomb explosion of heteroclusters, which
will be manifested in thedd fusion yields.

Thedd fusion reaction neutron yieldY per laser pulse is
related to thê sv& value by

Y5~1/2!rN~ ,̄/ v̄ !^sv&, ~27!

wherer is the neutron density,N is the number of deuterons
in the reaction volumeVr , ,̄ is the mean path of deuterons
inside the reaction volume, andv̄ is the average velocity of
the reactive deuterons. Adopting the experimental conditions
of the Lawrence-Livermore group,18,19 the following param-
eters were used: deuteron densityr5231019cm23, number
of deuterons N51.231015, and mean free path,̄
50.016 cm.19

Figure 8 portrays the calculated neutron yields for
NFDCE of (D)n homonuclear clusters and (CD4)n hetero-
clusters in the intensity rangeI 51016– 1019W cm22, calcu-
lated for the geometry of the Lawrence-Livermore experi-
mental conditions. The general laser intensity and cluster
size dependence ofY ~Fig. 8! are similar to those for the
^sv& data ~Fig. 7! previously considered. In the higher in-
tensity rangeI 51017– 1019W cm22, the NFDCE of both the
(CD4)n and the (D)n clusters manifests the empirical size
relation Y.a exp(2b/R0), with b525 at I>1017W cm22

for (CD4)n andb544 atI 51016– 1018W cm22 for (D)n . At
a fixed value ofR0 and for I>1017W cm22, the ratio of the
yields Y@(CD4)n#/Y@(D)n# is 502103, manifesting the
marked enhancement of the NFDCE of (CD4)n heteroclus-
ters in comparison to the NFDCE of homonuclear (D)n clus-
ters of the same size, which is due to energetic driving and
kinematic effects in the NFDCE of heteroclusters.

FIG. 7. The kinetic parameters^sv& averaged over the energy distribution
of colliding deuterons for thedd nuclear fusion for NFDCE of (CD4)n (n
555– 4213) heteroclusters~ ! and of (D)n (n555– 33573) homo-
nuclear clusters~----! in the intensity range 1016– 1019 W cm22. The num-
bers 10x, x516– 19, on the curves mark the intensities in unity of W cm22.
The ^sv& data were calculated from Eqs.~21!, ~22!, and~24! ~see text!.

FIG. 8. Neutron yields per laser pulse fordd NFDCE of (CD4)n (n
555– 4213) heteroclusters~ ! and for (D)n (n555– 33573) homo-
nuclear clusters~----! in the intensity rangeI 51016– 1019 W cm22. The
numbers 10x, x516– 19, on the curves, mark the intensities in units of
W cm22. The neutron yields were calculated from Eq.~27! together with the
data of Fig. 7, using the experimental conditions of the Lawrence-Livermore
experiment~Ref. 13!.
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A confrontation between simulation results and
experiment18 for the cluster size dependence of the yields of
dd NFDCE of deuterium homonuclear clusters is of interest.
Our simulation results for the neutron yields for NFDCE of
deuterium clusters atI 51018W cm22 ~Fig. 8! are systemati-
cally lower than the experimental results of the Lawrence-
Livermore group18 for the cluster size domainR0

525– 55 Å atI 5531017W cm22. In addition, our simula-
tion results atI 51018W cm22 do not show the maximum in
the neutron yield aroundR0;55 Å, as experimentally ob-
served by Zweibacket al.18 The apparent maximum or onset
of saturation ofY at R0.55– 60 Å exhibited for the experi-
mental data atI 5531017W cm22 ~Ref. 18! does not seem
to originate from the attainment of the boundary cluster size
(R0) I ~Paper III and Sec. VI!. This conclusion results from
our estimates ~Fig. 6! of (R0) I.145 Å at I 55
31017W cm22, which are considerably higher than the ex-
perimental value18 of R0555– 60 Å for the maximum or on-
set of saturation of the neutron yield. The deviations between
our simulation results for fixed cluster sizes and the experi-
mental data18 may be partially due to the distribution of clus-
ter sizes obtained under the experimental conditions.

Finally, we attempted to enquire what the nearly maxi-
mal values of̂ sv& and of the neutron yieldsY are for the
NFDCE of assemblies of (CD4)n heteroclusters and of (D)n

homonuclear clusters at a given laser intensity in the inten-
sity rangeI 51016– 1019W cm22. From the introduction and
the analysis of the boundary~intensity dependent! cluster
sizes (R0) I for the attainment of the CVI domain~Sec. IV!,
we can infer that (R0) I provides the nearly maximal cluster
size for which effective outer ionization exists at a givenI,
which allows for effective Coulomb explosion. Increasing
the cluster radius beyond (R0) I will not result in an effective
increase of the D1 ion energies aboveED,av5a(R0) I

2. Using
the data for (R0) I ~Fig. 6! and the correspondingP(E) data
simulated for these boundary radii in the intensity rangeI
51016– 1019W cm22 for both (CD4)n and (D)n clusters, we
calculated the parameters^sv& I and YI for these clusters.
From the results of Fig. 9 we infer that the nearly maximal
parameters^sv& I and YI for NFDCE vary over about
ten orders of magnitude over the intensity range
I 51016– 1019W cm22 with high values ofY.106– 107, be-
ing obtained for both (CD4)n clusters@with (R0) I5100 Å at
I 51018W cm22 and (R0) I5250 Å at I 51019W cm22] and
(D)n clusters @with (R0) I5204 Å and (R0) I5640 Å at I
51018W cm22 and I 51019W cm22, respectively! in the
high intensity range ofI 51018– 1019W cm22. It is also in-
structive to note that these near-maximal values of^sv& I and
YI at a fixedI result in somewhat higher values for NFDCE
of (D)n homonuclear clusters than for (CD4)n heteroclusters
~Fig. 9!. This optimization effect can be readily traced to
considerably lower values of (R0) I for (CD4)n heteroclusters
than for (D)n homonuclear clusters at a fixed laser intensity
~Fig. 6!.

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The dynamics and energetics of Coulomb explosion of
highly charged heteroclusters produced by extreme multi-

electron ionization in ultraintense laser fields studied herein
are richer than the characteristics of Coulomb instability of
multicharged homonuclear clusters~Paper III!. Some of the
manifestations of the coupling between electron and nuclear
dynamics in heteroclusters are qualitatively similar to those
of homonuclear clusters~Paper III!, exhibiting outer ioniza-
tion with the depletion of the nanoplasma, screening effects
of the nanoplasma~for I<1017W cm22), and the attainment
of nearly complete CVI forR0<(R0) I at intensityI. Effects
of parallel electron and nuclear dynamics of heteroclusters
pertain to the early stages of the spatial expansion of distinct
ions during outer ionization. The nuclear dynamics and en-
ergetics of Coulomb explosion of heteroclusters exhibit dif-
ferent phenomena. These features involve bimodal~or mul-
timodal! dynamic and energetic patterns, due to the
formation of two~or more! distinct ionic species in the Cou-
lomb exploding heterocluster, i.e., different spatial expansion
dynamics, different energetics, and different energy distribu-
tions of distinct ions, as well as kinematic effects. Some
simple, but significant, features of the energetics of hetero-
cluster Coulomb explosion are exhibited in energetic trigger-
ing effects due to the driving of the light D1 or H1 ions
by the highly charged heavy ions, e.g., C41 produced
at I 51016– 1018W cm22 and C61 produced at
I 51019W cm22, which manifest the implications of the in-
tensity dependent ionization level on the energetics. But

FIG. 9. Modeling of the optimization of the sizes of (CD4)n and (D)n
clusters at a fixed laser intensity~in the rangeI 51016– 1019 W cm22) for the
attainment of nearly maximal values of the kinetic parameters and the neu-
tron yields per pulse. Calculations, based on Eqs.~21!, ~22!, and~24!–~27!,
were performed for kinetic parameters~marked^sv& I) and neutron yields
~marked YI) for clusters of~intensity dependent! boundary radius (R0) I

~Fig. 6!, with the corresponding D1 energy distribution calculated for these
boundary radii. In the high intensity rangeI 51018– 1019 W cm22 the maxi-
mal attainableYI data@under the experimental conditions of the Lawrence-
Livermore laboratory~Ref. 13!# are YI.106 for (CD4)n and YI.107 for
(D)n .
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most interesting are kinematic effects of heterocluster Cou-
lomb explosion, which are governed by the kinematic param-
eterh, Eq. ~1!. While h51 for uniform Coulomb explosion
under CVI conditions, e.g., for (C61D4

1)n , nonuniform Cou-
lomb explosion is ubiquitous, e.g., for (Cqc1H4

1)n (qC

54,6) or for (C41D4
1)n . Nonuniform Coulomb explosion

~h.1! manifests an overrun effect of the light ions relative to
the heavy ions, exhibiting the expansion of two spatially
separated subclusters, with the light ions forming the outer
subcluster, which is assembled mainly at the outer edge of
the spatial distribution. In the extreme case of extremely
heavy multicharged ions, e.g., Coulomb explosion of
(H1I q1)n (q57 – 35) clusters, the light ions assemble in an
expanding monolayer, which bears analogy to a ‘‘soap
bubble’’ expanding under repulsive interactions.47

The implications of the kinematic effects on the energet-
ics of nonuniform Coulomb explosion of heteroclusters were
explored by deriving analytic expressions for the uniform
case under CVI initial conditions. The cluster size scaling
laws for the average energiesEj ,av5aR0

2 and for the maxi-
mal energiesEj ,M5(5a/3)R0

2, Eqs. ~7! and ~8!, as well as
the energy distribution,P(Ej )}Ej

1/2, Eq. ~9!, provides
benchmark reference data for the uniform expansion case.
The Ej ,av}R0

2 scaling still holds for nonuniform expansion,
with an increase of the coefficienta relative to the uniform
case, Eq.~7!, being due to kinematic overrun effects, with
the coefficienta increasing with the increase ofh. Kinematic
effects result in isotope effects on the energetics of the light
ions, with the enhancement of the average energies of the H1

ions from (Cqc1H4
1)n relative to those of the (Cqc1D4

1)n

(qC54 and 6! heteroclusters of the same size. This isotope
effect is determined by the ratio of the kinematic parameters
for the pair of Coulomb exploding heteroclusters. This iso-
tope effect is counterintuitive, as on the basis of heuristic
arguments one might have expected that the heavy D1 ions
will acquire a higher kinetic energy than the light H1 ions.
Furthermore, kinematic effects grossly modify the energy
distributionsP(Ej ) of the light ions, which deviate consid-
erably from the uniform Coulomb collision case. The energy
distributions of the light H1 and D1 ions are moderately
narrow, being characterized by a widthDE of DE/EH,av

.0.3 for H1 ions and ofDE/ED,av.0.4 for D1 ions, with
the distributions peaking near the higher energy edge, mani-
festing the lowering ofDE for the lighter isotope for a pair
of size-selected heteroclustes of identical size.

The predicted features of nonuniform Coulomb explo-
sion pertaining to the light ions average energies, energy dis-
tribution, and isotope effects should be confronted with ex-
periment. Of considerable interest will be the average
energies for the H1 and D1 ions, which were calculated
herein for fixed cluster sizes and for which an isotope effect
was predicted. Regarding the maximal energies of the light
ions, for which the maximal energy of the D1 ions is pre-
dicted to be higher than for the H1 ions, the situation is
somewhat more complex. In this case, the initial size distri-
bution of the heteroclusters has to be taken into account. This
heterocluster size distribution, which is commonly described
in terms of a log-normal distribution, will contain a small,
but finite, fraction of large ions, whose sizes considerably

exceed the average heterocluster size and which will contrib-
ute to the appearance of light ions with very high energies.
Accordingly, a direct comparison between theory and experi-
ment for the maximal energy of the light ions requires the
extension of our calculations, which were performed for
fixed heterocluster sizes, to incorporate the heterocluster size
distributions.

The foregoing analysis of the dynamics and energetics of
Coulomb explosion of multicharged heteroclusters provides
the conceptual basis fordd NFDCE of molecular heteroclus-
ters of deuterium bound to heavy atoms originally advanced
by us.20,28 Our analysis~Sec. VII! established the marked
enhancement of the NFDCE of (CD4)n heteroclusters in
comparison to the NFDCE of homonuclear (D)n clusters of
the same size, which was attributed to energetic driving and
kinematic effects in the NFDCE of heteroclusters. Dramatic
energetic triggering effects of D1 ions are expected to be
manifested in Coulomb explosion of deuterium containing
molecular heteroclusters of heavy atoms, e.g., mixed xenon-
deuterium (Xe)m(D2)n heteroclusters, or iodine containing,
i.e., (DI )n or (CD3I )n , heteroclusters. On the basis of recent
studies of xenon clusters~Paper I! or of (HI )n

heteroclusters47 we expect that in the laser intensity range of
I 51018W cm22, highly charged Xe261 ions from
(Xe)m(D2)n , or I 251 ions from (DI )n or (CD3I )n hetero-
clusters, will be produced by extreme multielectron ioniza-
tion. On the basis of the CVI scaling law, Eq.~7!, we infer
that the Xe261 or I 251 heavily charged energetic triggers will
drive D1 ions to a kinetic energy range, which is about five-
fold higher than obtained by C41 or C61 ions, and which is
about a numerical factor of;30 higher than the kinetic en-
ergy of ions from totally ionized (D2)n clusters of the same
size. Accordingly, nuclear fusion in the D1 energy domain of
100 keV @wheredd nuclear fusion cross sections are large,
i.e., s.10226cm2 ~Ref. 44!# can be accomplished.
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APPENDIX A: UNIFORM COULOMB EXPLOSION
OF MOLECULAR HETEROCLUSTERS

The structure of (A
k8

qA1
Bk

qB1)n clusters is described in
terms of a spherical initial cluster with a radiusR0 ~at t
50). The initial densityr j@r j (0)# of the ions of typej ( j
5A or B!, which are located at radii$r j (0)% from the cluster
center, is uniform, i.e.,r j@r j (0)#5r j at r j (0)<R0 and
r j@r j (0)#50 at r j>R0 , for all j. The initial total molecular
ion density isrmol5r j /kj , wherekj is the number ofj-type
atoms within the molecule. The initial total charge of thejth
type ions within the sphere radiusr j (0)(<R0) is

Qj@r j~0!#5~4p/3!r j~0!3r jqj , ~A1!

where qj is the individual charge of thejth ion andqmol

5( j 8qj 8 is the molecular ion charge. The total initial ionic
charge within ther j (0) sphere is
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Q@r j~0!#5(
j 8

Qj 8@r j~0!#, ~A2!

which takes the form

Q@r j~0!#5~4p/3!r j~0!3rmolqmol . ~A3!

The Coulomb explosion, which preserves spherical symme-
try, moves ajth type ion fromr j (0) at t50 to r j (t) at time
t. The total charge of thejth ions within the radiusr j (t) is
Qj@r j (t)#. Uniform Coulomb explosion implies that the suc-
cession of thejth ion distances from the cluster center is
preserved during those ion expansions obeying two condi-
tions: ~A! For any pair of ions of the same typej with initial
distancesr j8(0) andr j9(0), with r j9(0).r j8(0), thedistances
at timet arer j9(t).r j8(t). ~B! For any pair of ions of differ-
ent typesj 8 and j 9, with initial distancesr j 9(0).r j 8(0), the
expansion distances at any timet are r j 9(t).r j 8(t). Condi-
tions ~A! and ~B! imply no overrun effects. For such a uni-
form ~smooth! expansion, we expect that the total charge of
the jth type ionsQj@r j (t)# within the radiusr j (t) is invariant
with time, i.e.,Qj@r j (t)#5Qj@r j (0)#, for all t. Accordingly,
the total ionic charge within the radiusr j (t) is

Q@r j~ t !#5Q@r j~0!#. ~A4!

The kinetic energyEj@r j (t);r j (0)# of a j-type ion moving
from r j (0) to r j (t) is the difference between the Coulomb
potentials at these two distances,

Ej@r j~ t !;r j~0!#5B̄Q@r j~ t !#qj S 1

r j~0!
2

1

r j~ t ! D , ~A5!

whereB̄514.385 eV Å21. From Eqs.~A2!–~A5! we obtain

Ej@r j~ t !;r j~0!#5B̄~4p/3!rmolqmolqj@r j~0!#3

3S 1

r j~0!
2

1

r j~ t ! D . ~A6!

Equation~A6! leads to Eq.~3!.

APPENDIX B: DYNAMICS AND ENERGETICS
OF UNIFORMLY EXPLODING HETEROCLUSTERS

The characteristic Coulomb explosion timest2 , Eq. ~4!,
for uniformly exploding heteroclusters~with mj /qj being
identical for all j cluster atomic ions! under CVI conditions
reveal the following features.

~1! Charge dependence and mass effects:t2

}(mj /qjqmol)
1/2, exhibiting a reciprocal dependence on the

square root of the product of atomic ions and molecular ion
charges. For the mass effectt2}(mj )

1/2. Accordingly, for
Coulomb explosion of a uniformly expanding heteronuclear
cluster, withmj /qj5const for all ions,t2 is identical for the
distinct ions.

~2! Dependence of the neutral cluster structure, witht2

}(rmol)
21/2}(r a)3/2, where r a is the interconstituent. This

result reflects on the lengthening oft2 for a larger size of the
initial cluster constituents.

~3! Cluster size dependence: No cluster size dependence
of t2 is expected. The absence of size scaling is expected to
prevail for sufficiently large clusters where the continuum
approximation for the derivation of Eq.~2! applies.

From the analysis of the energetics, Eqs.~7!–~9!, for
uniformly exploding clusters we infer the following.

~1! Cluster size dependence: BothEj ,M and Ej ,av scale
as R0

2. The relationEj ,M , Ej ,av}R0
2 constitutes a divergent

cluster size equation~Paper III!.
~2! Charge dependence: The relationEj ,M , Ej ,av

}qmolqj is a consequence of the electrostatic energy in a
multicharged cluster which underwent CVI.

~3! For the uniform Coulomb explosion of a heteroclus-
ter, which generates several distinct$j% ions, the proportion-
ality of the energies onqj , with mj /qj5constant, implies
proportionality of the energies onmj for different kinds of
ions in a heteronuclear cluster.

~4! Dependence on initial cluster configuration:Ej ,M ,
Ej ,av}rmol}r a

23, reflecting on the decrease of the ion ener-
gies for a larger size of the cluster initial constituents.

~5! Relation between maximal and average energies:
The simple relationEj ,M /Ej ,av55/3 for eachj ion is appli-
cable.

~6! Specific dependence of the energies on the nature of
the ion: The ratios of energies of different ions scale as the
charges of these ions, i.e.,Ej M /Ej 8M5Ej av/Ej 8av5qj /qj 8 .
A uniformly expanding heteronuclear multicharged cluster
(qj /mj5const for all j!, inferred from points~3! and ~5!
above, implies thatEj M /Ej 8M5Ej av/Ej 8av5mj /mj 8 . Thus,
different atomic ions manifest different energies, which are
proportional both to their charges and to their masses. In the
limit of uniform Coulomb explosion of a heteronuclear uni-
formly expanding cluster the number of the maximal energy
values is equal to the number of the distinct ions in the
exploding cluster.

~7! The energy distributionP(Ej )}Ej
1/2 for the jth ion,

Eq. ~9!, is expected to be different for each type of distinct
ion in the exploding cluster.

~8! Isotope effects on the energetics: For distinct homo-
nuclear or heteronuclear clusters, which consist of distinct
isotopic species and which manifest uniform Coulomb ex-
plosion, we expect thatEj ,av, Eq. ~7!, andEj ,M , Eq. ~8!, are
independent of the isotopic species. Thus the energetics of
Coulomb explosion of (H1)n , (D1)n , and (T1)n clusters
are expected to be identical~apart from minor isotope effects
on rmol andR0). On the other hand, for isotopically substi-
tuted heteroclusters, e.g., (C41H4

1)n , (C41D4
1)n , and

(C41T4
1)n @where only the (C41T4

1)n heterocluster corre-
sponds to the uniform case#, theEj ,av andEj ,M energies will
manifest deviations from Eqs.~7! and ~8!, respectively, due
to kinematic effects, and isotope effects on the energetics are
expected. Also, isotope effects onEj ,av andEj ,M ( j 5H and
D!, arising from kinematic effects, will be exhibited for dif-
ferent ions from Coulomb explosion of an isotopically mixed
single heterocluster, e.g., H1 and D1 ions from the nonuni-
form Coulomb explosion of (C41H2

1D2
1)n .
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